
 

The Four Steps Method 
by Wojtek Deregowski 

GENERAL IDEA 

The Fours Steps Method is used to get familiar with the patterns. By practicing them in a certain 
sequence of exercises you first get a muscle memory then you apply them to the full kit and finally 
learn how to use them in various situations. 

The method will help you enrich your drumming vocabulary, give you tools for expressing your ideas 
and building drum fills and also enhance the general freedom in moving around the kit.  

WARNING: to get the most out of this method it’s useful to have at least basic knowledge of music 
notation and rhythmic theory. If you’re not familiar with it go through the Notation Explanation before 
you proceed.  
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PATTERNS 

The basic hand patterns that you already know are called rudiments, see the basic ones: 

• singles: RLRL 
• doubles: RRLL 
• paradiddles: RLRR LRLL 

However the patterns I mention here include also the right foot (in harder ones left as well) which 
gives many more possibilities of application and variety of sound. So it’s is basically a sequence of 
notes that is played by certain limbs. See couple basic examples: 

• KLRK LKRL 
• RLLKRL 
• LKKLRK 

PATTERN SUBDIVISIONS 

There are two main groups of subdivisions (divisions of the beat) that we can assign patterns to: 

STRAIGHT (quarter notes, 8th notes, 16th notes, 32nd notes…)  
TRIPLETS (8th note triplets, 16th note triplets…) 

Of course you may also play patterns in quintuplets, septuplets etc., but in this method I focus on the 
most frequently used subdivisions. 
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Every pattern has its natural subdivision where it loops perfectly within one beat or a basic phrase. 
The easiest way to find it is to count the number of notes in the pattern. For example the natural 
subdivision for a three-note pattern is triplets. For an eight-note pattern it’s 16th notes (or any straight 
subdivision). If we come across the pattern with five notes - it will loop perfectly if played in 
quintuplets (squeezing five notes within one beat). 

However regardless of the number of notes in certain pattern it may be applied to multiple 
subdivisions which makes things even more fun and complicated at the same time! To give you an 
example - we may play a nine-note pattern in 16th notes or four-note one in triplets. Then the pattern 
won’t perfectly loop within one beat or bar and requires extra care about time and pulse! 

DIVERSITY OF PATTERNS 

Patterns may vary in length (number of notes) and application to different subdivisions. They may 
also be orchestrated (played on the drum set using different instrument combinations) and placed 
within the pulse in many ways. That’s why the concept of patterns keeps a huge potential in 
developing multiple areas of drumming. 

The goal of the concept of the patterns is NOT to think about them when playing but rather try to go 
with the flow and let the musical intuition guide you. It’s always better to be led by emotions and 
feelings, not technique and sticking patterns. But in order to get to that certain point we have to start 
from scratch and take step by step to develop this ability and implement it to your daily playing. 
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CREATING PATTERNS 

Before we start with the method it’s crucial to be able to create patterns to work on. There are couple 
very simple ways to do that. 

• rudiment modification: replacing certain notes of the known rudiments with the foot stroke. See 
the example using paradiddle. We achieve a paradiddle based pattern.  

 

  

• subdivision change: applying the already known patterns to a different subdivision, for example 
six stroke roll placed in the 16th note grid. 

• random sequence: writing out sticking randomly - may be quite a trivial idea but believe me or 
not, works nice and interesting patterns may come out! 

• natural pattern: it may happen that you play a certain sequence of notes quite frequently but you 
don’t realize that it’s actually some kind of a pattern. Writing it out may help you go much further 
with the ideas than you did up to this point using the pattern. 

R L L R R L R L L R R L R L L R
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THE FOUR STEPS 

1. The pattern on the snare drum 
2. The pattern on the snare drum in a groove 
3. Exploring the pattern on the drum set 
4. Exploring the pattern on the drum set in a groove 

STEP 1 

The first step of the method lets you get used to the pattern. We play it just on the snare drum to 
capture the motion and learn how to coordinate different parts of the pattern. Repeat it for the muscles 
to memorize the movement and your mind to get used to the sound. Listen while playing and notice 
the relation of different notes to the pulse. 

There are couple ways we can practice the pattern at this stage of the learning process. 

Constant pattern loop 

Here you loop the pattern all over again which lets you quickly memorize it and get used to the sound 
and feel. It’s easy with the patterns that loop within one beat or one bar.  

In case of irregular patterns always stay conscious about the pulse and the place you currently are 
within the bar. You may count in here but I recommend to just feel the pulse. If you count on the daily 
basis and it doesn’t distract you feel free to do it here as well. 
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Alternating pattern bar with an empty bar 

To get comfortable with one bar duration of the pattern play it alternately with an empty bar. There 
however I like to play just the pulse with the bass drum which is usually quarter notes. 

Such an approach for practicing the pattern at this stage lets you get used to playing it as one bar 
drum fill and is an introduction to the next step of the method. It also lets you approach the pattern 
afresh since repeating it without any breaks may become easy and mechanic. Here you are also 
reminded about the pulse which prepares you to play the pattern along with the groove. 

STEP 1 - PRACTICE TIPS 

Playing these exercises with a metronome is essential at this stage of learning the pattern. Once you 
settle it in time properly you won’t have problems in later stages. Click will help you get it very precise 
and will show you every little detail to correct. Don’t underestimate the signs from the metronome and 
be able to quickly recognize any differences in time and flaws that you make. A metronome should be 
your friend, not enemy, so learn to cooperate and work together! 

Start with slow tempos and gradually increase it. We want to get comfortable with the pattern in many 
different tempos so even if you are able to play it fast still explore other tempos. You will notice that 
there are some tempos in which it’s not comfortable for you to play even simple things. Find these 
tempos, recognize them and spend some more time practicing in them and getting everything really 
tight there. 

You don’t necessarily need the drum set or even the snare drum for this stage of the learning process. 
You can get used to the pattern just by hitting your knees with palms of your hands and placing feet 
on the floor. If you don’t have a constant access to the instrument you can get familiar with every 
pattern by clapping like this or obviously on the practice pad.  
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For now keep everything at the same dynamic level. Once you feel comfortable with the pattern try to 
add some accents. Make sure the subdivision you play is even and that there is no hesitation in any 
place of the pattern. 

At this point eliminate any problems that appear, even the smallest ones. It’s the best moment to 
focus on these aspects otherwise once you move on you will be doing the same mistakes. In order to 
save your future time focus on getting everything really precise and only after you hear and feel that 
everything is fine - move on with the next steps.  

STEP 2 

In the second step of the learning process we alternate the pattern with a simple groove. This way we 
practice how the groove transits into the pattern and the other way. This stage prepares you to 
implement the pattern to music. The same pattern means very little but it gets the meaning when 
played in the context of the groove and music. We want to make this transition very smooth 
rhythmically and dynamically. 

I recommend to use the simplest groove without any elements that are problematic to you. It should 
not distract you from the pattern. 

You may use different length of the loop. I recommend one bar of the groove and one bar of the 
pattern or three bars of the groove and one bar of the pattern. Use whichever is convenient to you but 
remember to keep an even number of bars in the phrase. 
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STEP 3 

The third stage is a lot of fun and is about getting comfortable with the pattern played on different 
instruments. Get used to various feelings and different sounds that all the instruments make. 

What we are supposed to play here is repeating the pattern we already know but orchestrated on the 
whole kit. The same as in the first step there are two ways to practice the pattern at this stage of the 
learning process. The first one is to loop the pattern all over again without any rests so that you can 
really get tight with it and get comfortable on the drum set. It requires lots of focus - start from really 
slow tempos so that you get used to different motions that you make while moving to different places 
on the kit.  

Another way to practice the pattern applied to the whole kit is to play it as a one bar phrase and 
alternate it with an empty bar. This empty bar however may be filled with counting just the pulse and I 
like to do it with the bass drum or hi hat played with foot. This allows you to get used to the pattern 
placed within the pulse and to the limited phrasing of the pattern. It prepares you to play the pattern 
as a drum fill along with a groove. 

Really explore the whole kit. Don’t focus only on playing the pattern flawlessly but focus even more on 
the sounds your drums make and how the pattern feels on different instruments. Get really creative 
with that! Try different options of orchestrations for now improvising but always keeping your mind 
wide open. A common problem is unlocking the left hand - move it too, don’t stick just to the snare 
drum or hi hat! 

If you come up with something cool sounding, try to check and remember how you played it so that 
you can relate to this orchestration later. It’s essential to record your practice sessions - this way 
you may become your own teacher and look at your drumming from a different perspective.  
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STEP 4 

In the final step we play the pattern on the whole drum set, but this time alternately with the groove 
so one bar of the simple groove that we played earlier and one bar of the fill.  

Again the orchestrations are improvised but not totally accidental. Be guided by your own taste and 
musicality. Try to play different orchestration every time but if you come across something really 
interesting play it couple times so that you can remember it. Get as creative as possible! 

One tip from me regarding creativity of building orchestrations is to try out very simple solutions 
related to the sticking. For example many interesting sounds come just from playing floor tom with 
your right hand and the snare drum with your left one. Playing everything on the hi hat is another 
interesting and simple solution that may sound cool together with just the bass drum - worth trying! 

Also a nice thing is to play two instruments alternately with one of your hands. Some patterns are 
constructed the way that then they create polyrhythm which is very interesting and takes the pattern 
that you already know to the whole different level. Also when playing this way choose two instruments 
that are very different from each other for example floor tom and stack cymbal or hi hat. This way you 
can create interesting and unusual orchestrations with various polyrhythms and peculiar rhythms. 
There are so many possibilities so get really creative and extraordinary with these! 

Make the transition between the groove and the pattern orchestrations really smooth. Don’t interrupt 
the flow and the pulse. Go from the groove directly to the fill and end it in tempo so that you go back 
to the groove. Take a special care about this aspect because later when you play the fill with music it 
will be crucial to stay in tempo. 
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PRACTICE TIPS 

First of all, focus on playing always perfectly in time. It’s crucial role of being a drummer - to give a 
strong rhythmical base for the rest of the musicians. You have to be sure abut the tempo and pulse, 
since everyone relates on you. Do it with a great confidence and be sure about every little detail in this 
aspect.  

I strongly recommend to practice with a quarter note metronome since this way your timing skills will 
develop greatly. I feel that playing with click that counts pulse is very natural. Of course while 
practicing just the timing skills it’s good to use as rare click as possible. The quarter note click is also 
the one you work with most times in the studio or live, so it’s good to get used to this sound. However 
once you feel that you need a denser click in order to understand the pattern and its placement within 
the bar, feel free to play an 8th note intervals click or even the one that counts every subdivision. But 
once you feel comfortable, come back to the quarter note click!  

I recommend you to feel the pulse rather than count since this way you don’t get distracted even in a 
smallest extent. If you are used to counting then feel free to do it - it’s totally fine!  

Care about the smallest details from the beginning of the learning process. This way you can avoid 
spending some extra time on correcting and smoothening things out. From the first steps until the 
end of the lesson stay precise with the hits in terms of time, sound and dynamics. 

Keep every instrument well leveled dynamically so that everything greatly blends together. Play the 
bass drum strongly. We want it to be punchy and in the point especially in the kind of fills with 
patterns applied. Snare drum should sound very consistent and open. If you happen to play some 
ghost notes make them distinctive and gentle but at the same time make others hear them or even 
feel! Hi hat should cut through the rest of the instruments but still be smooth and pleasant for ears. If 
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you open it - do it with taste. Aim the middle of the toms with relaxed hands. This way you achieve the 
fullest and deepest sound that is greatly desired. 

Try to vary the pattern dynamically and then check how the modification sounds when orchestrated. 
Use creativity and think out of the box. Keep your mind open all the time! 

Play with a great confidence. Don’t feel ashamed to fail, to miss the instrument you want to hit or play 
out of time. The point is to learn on these mistakes and struggle to get rid of them. The practice session 
is for you to serve your skills and confidence. Even when you practice imagine you are 

performing, give 100% of your focus, sound and technique. It will bring great effects in a 
relatively short time. 

Use the tools that I presented wisely and with lots creativity. Keep your mind open and don’t be afraid 
to step out of the frames. There should be no limits for you. Let yourself be guided by your intuition 
and taste. Always do everything to develop your own style and sound that is your signature and that 
makes you stand out from the others! 
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PATTERN LIST 

The list of patterns I frequently use may help you get started with building your vocabulary and 
freedom in expressing musical ideas! Print out this page and continue with your own ideas! 

STRAIGHT TRIPLET

K L R K  L K R L R L L K R L

R L L K K R L

L K K L  R K L K L R K K

R L L K  R L R L R L K K

R L L R  R L K R  L K R L R K K

R K K L R L R L K K  R L K K

K R L K K R L
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